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Transitions

pro·vost  'prōˌvōst/
noun: provost; plural noun: provosts

“The First Five Weeks…”
First Five Weeks...
• An additional 56 degree and certificate programs from 17 campuses now have the Open SUNY+ designation

• The number of faculty fellows in the Center for Online Teaching Excellence has grown to 750

• Open SUNY’s Institutional Readiness Program earned the 2014 Effective Practice Award from The Online Learning Consortium (formerly The Sloan Consortium)
Three Leadership Task Forces

• Recruitment, Selection, and Cultural Competence

• Curricular Design, Simultaneous Renewal, Pre-Service Education, and Related Partnerships

• Induction, Continuing Professional Development, and Teacher Leadership
Sixth Network of Excellence Launched

Science of Teaching, Learning and Assessment
Seamless Transfer Update
Seamless Transfer Update

Update Memo to Detail Progress

• Transfer paths posted online
• Summary table of all requirements available
• Database of Transfer Path courses has been rebuilt to reflect updated paths—will be sent for campus review
• Waiver review continues
Seamless Transfer Update

Key Dates

• On track for fall 2015 implementation
• Programs requiring re-registration due to Provost’s Office by 12/1/14
• Second and final Program Inventories due October 15, 2015

Goals

• Continued use of Learning Commons by disciplinary faculty
• Will seek recommendations from SMSC on assessment, cyclical review of paths
• Would like to see Additional Paths Developed
We are committing to excellence in everything we do – teaching, service, research.

To Learn, to Search, to Serve is relevant.

Teamwork is critically important.

If we put students first, next steps become clear.

The many roles of System Administration – a sense of opportunity.

We are faculty, and our efforts impact people for their entire lives.
Initial Thoughts

Ensuring SUNY’s many voices are heard

Value of consultative processes

Vast expertise and experience on our campuses

Working together yields strong results

Shared commitment to our students
Your Questions and Comments